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ORANA EARLY CHILDHOOD INTERVENTION AND EDUCATION PROJECT INC

Welcome back to Term 4 2014!

Inside this issue:

We are nearly at the end of the year!

OECI Quality Review

Intervention Support
Funding and Save the
Date

A warm welcome back to Aly our Educator who has returned from
maternity leave. Aly will be working Wednesdays during term 4.
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Note: When returning a call to OECI please check your message to
find out which team member has tried to get in contact with you
before returning a call to OECI. This makes it much easier for our
admin staff to connect you to the correct person and pass on
messages.

Fees Structure

What’s wrong with W
sitting
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New Social Skills Group
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As Orana Early Childhood Intervention is a non-profit charity, family
contributions are requested for services provided each term. As we provide
both group and individual services our ‘fee structure’ is as follows:
Term contribution: $60.00 per term per family
Individual sessions: $10.00 per session (maximum of $60.00 per term)

Water Based Exercising
by Chris
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‘Term contributions’ are charged for group session (i.e. playgroup, transition to
school group, pre-school group) where the child attends in a group setting.
‘Individual sessions’ are charged for one-on-one sessions with and educator or
therapists. Should the family require more than 6 individual sessions per
term, a $60.00 fee will be charged.

Special points of interest:
Donations
30th Birthday/Christmas
Celebrations
Rhino awards
nomination

Families with access to HCWA / Better Start funds will be charged
appropriately for nominated services.
If you are having difficulty meeting the contribution, please do not hesitate to
speak to either Hayley in the front office or Janelle. We can easily work out a
plan.
Accounts are given out at the beginning of each term for groups and would
be appreciated if they could be paid as promptly as possible. Individual
sessions should be paid at each visit preferably.

Book Of The Week
The Littlest Wolf
By Larry Dane Brimmer

Little Wolf, youngest of the pack, feels he can’t measure up to his
siblings’ accomplishments, but his father, Big Gray, reassures him
he is fine as he is.
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September
Isaiha 2/9
Tyler 4/9
Cloud 9/9
Riley 10/9
Ethan 10/9
Cruz 25/9
Ava 26/9
Clancy 30/9

October
Grayson 2/10
Piper 4/10

As part of the quality review we are undertaking at the centre and in
preparation for our accreditation in November we have placed copies
of policies around the centre
These policies are based on the disability services standards.
The six standards are:
Standard 1. Rights
Standard 2. Participation and Inclusion
Standard 3. Individual outcomes
Standard 4. feedback and complaints
Standard 5: Service access
Standard 5: Service management

Preston 4/10
Henry 5/10
Jarrod 7/10
Micah 10/12
Theo 13/10
Eli 14/10
Archie 16/10
Patrick 16/10

We ask that you take the time to read these and if you have any
questions related to any element of the policies please do not hesitate
to speak to a staff member or place your comment whether positive or
negative on the new suggestion board that is located in the entry
foyer.
You are also welcome to call and speak to Janelle on 68820599
We greatly value your feedback as it assists us to enhance the
services we’re are offering.

Keechan 17/10
Angela 19/10
Lila 19/10
Kayden 22/10
Benjamin 22/10
Tobias 27/10
Yasin 31/10

Donations
We have received 2 lovely donations recently.
These have included a donation from Orana Mutual & a wooden garden
chair that has been donated by Coles staff in memory of an employee who
passed away recently. This lady had been very involved in the Coles fund
raising activities for the centre in the last few years.
We are very appreciative of these donations.
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Save the date
1.

Just a friendly note to ‘ save the date’ for our combined Christmas Party, 30 th birthday celebration and launch of our website on Sunday 7 th December which will be held here at the
centre. We are planning a BBQ lunch. More details will be provided in the near future.

2.

Clare’s Angels are planning a New Year’s Eve Ball with some proceeds coming to the
centre. More details to come.

Note:
Unfortunately we had to postpone the 30th Birthday Celebration in August due to unforeseen
circumstances.

Intervention Support Funding
OECI is eligible to apply for funding through the Intervention Support Program from the
Department of Education and Communities to provide educational services to eligible children.
In the next few weeks the educators will be asking parents to sign forms from the DEC agreeing
to delivery of these services in 2015 ( services we provide under this funding include
consultation into the childcare centres and transition to school sessions)

Noticeboard
Please take the time to check our notice board as you first sign in with
your child.
“A Chance for a happy life & an opportunity for learning are the rights of every child”
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH

“W SITTING?”
Due to the negative impact of W sitting on people - and particularly growing children
- this position should be actively discouraged.
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH W SITTING
* May cause internal rotation of lower limbs (ie. Cause the child to walk pigeon
toed) - this can contribute to problems with the back, hips, knees, ankles and
feet.
* Effects overall posture and gait—problems can occur as children and later in life.
* May effect development of gross motor skills—e.g. it is much harder to hop when
your feet turn in.
* Stress on lower limb joints which may cause problems in later life.
* Increased wear and tear on shoes.

Want your newsletter emailed?
If you would like our newsletters to be emailed to you instead of a
paper copy please let Hayley (Administrator) in the front office know.
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Rhino Awards
We are very excited to inform you that OECI are finalists in 3
categories of the Dubbo Rhino awards.
The categories are:

Best product/service

Best small business; and

Employer of choice
Staff and BOM members are attending the Rhino gala evening
on Friday 24th of October.
In weeks 3 and 4 we will have Medical students attending our service visiting from the School of
Rural Health (Sydney University).
Students will attend sessions to get a better understanding of what we do at Orana Early
Childhood Intervention.

Internet sites of interest:
Every now and again we come across websites that staff and parents would like to
share, here are a few:


www.family-advocacy.com



http://www.healthykids.nsw.gov.au/campaigns-programs/about-munch-move.aspx

Complaints, Concerns & Compliments
If you have a compliment, concern or complaint– there are lots of ways of letting us know:


Talk to a member of the team



Email: info@oeci.org.au



Letter: PO Box 6204, Dubbo, NSW, 2830



Phone: 02. 6882 0599



Other: request to speak to Doreen Peek, Team Leader, our Board of Management or
Janelle Burke, Manager.



Refer to our complaints and feedback brochure



Add a comment on the feedback board which is located in the foyer as you sign in
We welcome all feedback as it assists us to further enhance our service delivery.
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New Social Skills Group

We are very excited to inform you that we have just started a new social skills program at OECI
for our children who are transitioning to school. The program is currently being trailed over
Term 4, and will hopefully run again for our transition to school children next year.
The aims of the program are to:


To improve children’s turn taking skills



To assist children to communicate their needs:

Blake and
Alex cooking

specifically to ask for help with a peer or adult


To provide children with self help skills to assist social skills:
cleaning their face and hands
labeling body parts



To provide the children with strategies to cope in a variety of settings



To provide you with information that will assist you as your child
starts school in 2015.



During the session the children will also be involved in a song of Brain Gym, to assist with
their brain functioning.

This week the children in the group were paired with an unfamiliar peer and their parents. They
had to decide on the activities that they wanted to do together, and negotiate this if they both
wanted to complete a different activity. They were encouraged to ask their peer for help before
they asked their parents or an OECI staff member. We had a great time running this group this
week and here are some photos to show what the kids got up to.
Lucas and Clancy fighting
fires together

Zach and Lara taking turns
Zach and Lara cooking
together
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Water based Exercising by Chris (Physio)
Hydrotherapy (water based exercise) is a form of physiotherapy that uses the
buoyancy of water to reduce the effects of gravity, poor balance and poor postural
control in order to assist and resist body movements, relax and strengthen muscles
and improve muscle length and endurance – all in a fun, warm, splash filled
environment.
In the water, for your child to stay steady & stable, they HAVE to use their core
(trunk) muscles– this is the major benefit of water exercise!!.
Once in the water, it’s a level playing field with the water helping to support and
allow freedom of spontaneous movement. With the water flowing over them, they
also gain fantastic sensory feedback and develop body awareness and
independence. And the best part is that they won’t realise they are working
physically hard…..it’s just FUN and nobody cries at the physio!!!
Once they have developed a strong core, they can move in a more balanced and
coordinated way with all gross motor skills such as rolling, sitting, crawling,
standing and walking….the transition to land skills can be amazing.
A large range of disabilities can benefit from hydrotherapy and at OECI disabilities
such as CP, Down’s. Global Developmental Delays, Genetic disorders, autism, low
tone issues and sensory issues are included in our programs.
Now the weather is getting warmer…..pull out your bikini and jump in the
pool…..you will also reap the benefits…….Happy Splashing…..
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